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The performance of face recognition techniques is greatly challenged by the pose, 
expression and illumination of the image. For most existing systems, the recognition rate 
will decrease due to changes in environmental illumination. In this paper, a 
Homomorphic Wavelet-based Illumination Normalization (HWIN) method is proposed. 
The purpose of this method is to normalize the uneven illumination of the facial image. 
The image is analyzed in the logarithm domain with wavelet transform, the 
approximation coefficients of the image are mapped according to the reference 
illumination map in order to normalize the distribution of illumination energy resulting 
from different lighting effects, and the detail components are enhanced to achieve detail 
information emphasis. Then, a Difference of Gaussian (DoG) filter is also applied to 
reduce the noise resulting from different lighting effects, which exists on detail 
components. The proposed methods are implemented on Yale B and Extended Yale B 
facial databases. The experimental results show that the methods described in this study 
are capable of effectively eliminating the effects of uneven illumination and of greatly 
improving the recognition rate, and are therefore more effective than other popular 
methods. 

 
Keywords: face recognition; homomorphic filtering; wavelet transfer; illumination 
mapping 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Automatic face recognition has received significant attention over the past several 
decades due to its numerous potential applications, such as human-computer interfaces, 
access control, security and surveillance, e-commerce, entertainment, and so on. Related 
research performed in recent years has made great progress, and a number of face 
recognition systems have achieved strong results, as shown in the latest report of Face 
Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT, 2006). Despite this remarkable progress, face 
recognition still faces a challenging problem, which is its sensitivity to the dramatic 
variations among images of the same face. For example, facial expression, pose, ageing, 
make-up, background and illumination variations are all factors which may result in 
significant variations [1-26].  

Illumination variation is one of the most significant factors limiting the performance 
of face recognition. Since several images of the same person appear to be dramatically 
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different under different illumination, the performance of most existing face recognition 
methods is highly sensitive to illumination variation, and will be severely degraded if the 
training/testing face is exposed to severe lighting variations. As mentioned by Adini et al. 
in [4]: “The variations among the images of the same face due to illumination and 
viewing direction are almost always larger than the image variations due to changes in 
face identity.” The methods used to eliminate the effects of illumination variation have 
received much attention in recent years, and several methods have been proposed to 
solve this problem, which may be roughly classified into three categories: 

(1) Invariant feature extraction; this method attempts to extract facial features robust 
to illumination variations. Methods which have been presented include edge maps, image 
intensity derivatives, and convolution with 2D Gabor-like filters. However, empirical 
studies show that none of these methods are able to completely overcome the problem of 
image variations due to changes in the direction of illumination [4]. Quotient image was 
presented in [5], and was regarded as the illumination invariant signature image used for 
face recognition under varying lighting conditions. This method requires a bootstrap 
database, and the performance was degraded when the dominant features between the 
bootstrap set and the test set were misaligned. Wavelet-based facial structure 
representation of the face image method was presented in [6]; Sao et al. proposed a 
representation of the face image based on the phase of the 2D Fourier transform of the 
image in [7]; and Zhang et al. introduced Gradient faces to overcome the adverse effects 
of illumination in [8].  

(2) The concept of variation modeling is to construct a generative 3D face model 
which may be used to render facial images with different poses and under varying 
lighting conditions [9-11]. A generative model known as the illumination cone was 
presented in [8] and [9]. In this method, an illumination convex cone is used to represent 
the set of facial images in fixed pose but under different illumination conditions, and the 
illumination cone may be approximated in a low-dimensional linear subspace. In [10], a 
set of images of a convex Lambertian object under varying lighting conditions were 
approximated using a 9D linear subspace. 3D shape information is required during the 
training phase, which limits the practical applications of this method. In addition, 
approaches based on existing models assume that the human face is a convex object, and 
do not take the casting shadows into account. These methods even ignore the fact that the 
human face is not a perfect Lambertian surface. 

(3) Illumination pre-processing attempts to normalize the variation in order to make 
the images appear stable under different lighting conditions. This is accomplished either 
by image transformation or by synthesizing a new image from the given image in some 
normalized form, then the normalized images are used for recognition. Examples of this 
approach include histogram equalization (HE) and gamma intensity correction, both of 
which are widely used for illumination normalization [12]. In [13], a logarithmic total 
variation (LTV) model is proposed. This model has the ability to factorize a single facial 
image and obtain the illumination invariant facial structure, which are used for facial 
recognition. Region-based histogram equalization (RHE) was also proposed in [15] to 
deal with uneven illumination variations. Although the recognition rates may be 
improved in comparison to HE, their performance is still not satisfactory. A 
homomorphic filtering-based illumination normalization method (HF+HE) was proposed 
in [16]. The effects of illumination are effectively reduced by a modified implementation 
of homomorphic filtering. The key component of this method is a Difference of Gaussian 
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(DoG) filter, and the contrast is enhanced by histogram equalization. These methods are 
quite effective, but their ability to handle extreme uneven illumination variations remains 
limited. 

Tan and Trgis [14] proposed a method which combines the strengths of illumination 
pre-processing, invariant feature extraction, distance transform based matching, 
kernel-based feature extraction and multiple feature fusion. The illumination 
normalization process is the same as that described in [16]. Local Ternary Patterns (LTP), 
a generalization of the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) local texture descriptor, is then 
extracted, and finally, the robustness is further improved by adding Kernel PCA feature 
extraction and incorporating rich local appearance cues from two complementary sources 
– Gabor wavelets and LBP. 

In this paper, an HWIN-based illumination normalization technique to normalize the 
illumination variation for face recognition is proposed. The image is analyzed in the 
logarithm domain with wavelet transform, the approximation coefficients of the image 
are mapped according the reference illumination map in order to normalize the 
distribution of illumination energy resulting from different lighting effects, and the detail 
coefficients are enhanced to achieve detail information emphasis. After that, a DoG filter 
is also applied to reduce the lighting effects existing in the detail coefficients. Compared 
with the existing methods [12-16], the contributions of the proposed method are 
presented as follows: 1) A novel Lighting Equilibrium Distribution Map (LEDM) is 
proposed, which may be obtained by blurring the distances between the test image and 
reference illumination map in the logarithm domain, which is capable of normalizing the 
entire distribution of illumination energy resulting from different lighting effects; 
Furthermore, it may also retain the primary local features by using the blurring process, 
and these local features can be used for distinguishing among individuals; 2) the detail 
coefficients are enhanced due to the fact that the detail information lies in the detail 
coefficients, and the detail information will facilitate the face recognition; 3) wavelet 
transform and DoG filter are combined for illumination normalization, and the wavelet 
transfer method may normalize primary illumination variations lying in approximation 
coefficients; on the other hand, the DoG filter is able to suppress the noise due to 
illumination variations lying on detail coefficients, and the combination of wavelet 
transform and DoG filter can effectively solve the severe problem of side lighting effects 
in face recognition. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the 
illumination model and homomorphic filtering; Section 3 describes how to reduce 
illumination effects with wavelet-based method and how to enhance detail information 
and DoG filter; and Sections 4 and 5 show the experimental results and conclusions, 
respectively. 

2. HOMOMORPHIC FILTERING 

2.1 Illumination model  
A facial image ( ),i x y  under illumination conditions is regarded as the product of 

the reflectance component and illumination component, as shown below:(1) 
 ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,i x y r x y e x y= , (1) 
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where ( ),e x y  is the illumination component and ( ),r x y  is the reflectance 
component. 

The illumination component of an image always presents slow spatial variations, 
while the reflectance component tends to vary abruptly. Therefore, with the common 
assumption that the low frequencies of an image are associated with illumination and 
high frequencies with reflectance, although these associations are rough approximations, 
they have an advantage in the illumination normalization of facial images. 

 
2.2 Homomorphic filtering 

Enhancing the detail information while reducing the contribution of illumination 
requires a method which is able to somehow separate the two components, then process 
the resulting images using wavelet-based Multi Resolution Analysis, and facilitate their 
separate processing. Hence, logarithm transform is performed on Equation(1), and a 
logarithm transform is applied to the input image to convert the product of the two 
components into a sum: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )log , log , log ,i x y r x y e x y+= . (2) 

Then the equation(2) may be presented as follows: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ), , ,I x y R x y E x y= + , (3) 
where the symbols are respectively defined as follows: 

 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

, log ,

, log ,

, log ,

I x y i x y

R x y r x y

E x y e x y

=

=

=

. (4) 

Next, if the ( )log ,i x y is processed with a filter, the processing may be described as 
shown below: 

                                     ( ) ( ) ( )*log , *log , *log ,h i x y h r x y h e x y= + ,               (5) 
where the h donates the kernel of the filter, and * indicates the convolution.  

It may be concluded that the linear relationship between the ( )log ,r x y  and 

( )log ,e x y  enables the filter to process them separately, and therefore analyzing an 
image in the logarithm domain can effectively process the illumination normalization.  

The image is processed with the reference illumination map in the logarithm domain, 
so that the source image and the reference illumination map can be described as follows: 

 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

, , ,
, , ,

src src src

ref ref ref

I x y R x y E x y
I x y R x y E x y

= +

= +
, (6) 

Here, the source images srcI  are the test images with illumination variations, and the 
reference illumination map refI  is a standard illumination map. The approximation 
coefficients of the source image will be mapped according to the reference illumination 
map, in order to normalize the distribution of illumination energy. The method of 
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modeling the reference illumination map is presented in Section 3.2. 
Fan and Zhang also used homomorphic filtering to eliminate illumination effects in  

[16]. Compared with the results shown in [16], in this paper the HWIN method was 
added before the DoG filter process; the HWIN method is capable of normalizing the 
entire distribution of illumination energy, and can retain the primary local feature by 
using the blurring process. These local features are also useful for distinguishing among 
individuals. Furthermore, in this paper the form of the DoG filter presented in [16] is 
modified, so that the DoG filter may suppress the noises resulting from illumination 
variations which exist in the detail coefficients. A combination of HWIN and the DoG 
filter is capable of effectively solving the severe side lighting effect problem which 
occurs in face recognition. 

3. ILLUMINATION NORMALIZATION  

3.1 Wavelet transform  
The relation between E and R has been converted from product to sum in the 

logarithm domain, so that they may be processed and analyzed separately via 
homomorphic wavelet filtering. Wavelet-based function supports multi-resolution 
analysis (MRA). MRA based on wavelets is capable of providing a fine to coarse 
representation of the input image through different scales of independent decomposition. 
Hence, in order to obtain key facial features from facial images under lighting, MRA is 
applied to extract key facial features in coarse-to-fine order. MRA may factorize facial 
images under varying lighting, and extract key facial features from multiscale space. 

2D scaling functions and wavelet functions may be constructed from 
one-dimensional scaling functions by tensor product [17], which is defined in Eq. (7) : 

( )( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )
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Ψ =

Ψ =
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,             (7) 

where ϕ  is the 1D scaling function; φ  is the 1D wavelet function; m is the level of 
MRA; 1t  and 2t  range over the entire image; and shifting parameters 1n  and 2n  are 
integers. 

Through MRA, the decomposition of approximation coefficients mcA at the level of 
MRA m will lead to the approximation coefficients 1mcA + at the level 1m + , which 
contains almost all the illumination components of I, as well as detail coefficients 1mcD +  
( 1

h
mcD +  , 1

v
mcD +  and 1

d
mcD +  ), which contain the edge and detail components of I. 

The 1mcA +  and 1mcD +  may be computed separately by the inner product of 
mcA with scaling and wavelet functions, as shown in Eq. (8): 
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After applying the wavelet transform, the given image is decomposed into several 
frequency components in multi-resolution. In this paper, the gray-value images 
transformed by the three-level db1 wavelet, and third level approximation coefficients 

3cA  are used to normalize for different lighting effects. The wavelet transform is as 
shown in Fig. 1: (a) is the original image, (b) is the one-level wavelet decomposition of 
the face image, and (c) is the two-level decomposition of the face image. The 
approximation coefficients of the test image are illustrated in Fig. 3(e). 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Wavelet decomposition of a facial image.  
3.2 Reference illumination map modeling 

In order to obtain reference illumination map refI , a set of facial images from 
different persons under standard illumination conditions are used. Every image is blurred 
using a Gaussian low pass filter. The blurred images are averaged into one image as a 
reference illumination map. The gray value of each pixel in the reference illumination 
map indicates the local standard illumination energy for a standard facial image. The 
reference illumination map is illustrated in Fig. 3(f). 
3.3 Illumination Mapping 

The Digital Wavelet Transform (DWT) is performed on both the srcI and refI as 
shown in Eq. (6). Homomorphic processing is employed to map the approximation 
coefficients of test images according to the reference illumination map in the domain 
of 3cA , and the detail coefficients 3cD which contain the edge and feature information are 
enhanced by adding an enhancement coefficient K . The process of illumination 
mapping is described in Eq. (9): 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )1

1 2 1 2, +src srcM t ,tI x y W cA K c t ,tD− ⎡ ⎤⎣= +⎦ , (9) 

(a) (b) (c) 

   

(a) (b) (c) 
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where 1W − is the inverse 2D wavelet transform; srccA  are approximation coefficients of 
the source image after a third-level MRA; K is the enhancement coefficient, which in 
this work is set to 0.5; and ( )1 2src tc ,tD  are detail coefficients of the source image on all 

three levels. ( )1 2srcM t ,c tA⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  refers to the illumination mapping process of the srccA , 

which is described in Eq. (10): 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2- +src src ref srcM t ,t G t ,t ,σ t ,t t ,t t ,tcA cA cA cA⎡ ⎤= ∗⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦（ ） . (10) 

Eq.(10) is representation of  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2/src src ref srcM t ,t G t ,t ,σ t ,t t ,t t ,cA c c tA A cA⎡ ⎤= ∗ ⋅⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦（ ）  in the 

logarithm domain. ∗  donates convolution; ( )1 2G t ,t ,σ are the kernels of the Gaussian 

low pass filter, which is described in Eq. (11); refcA  is the approximation coefficient of 

the reference illumination image; andσ is selected by experience. While theσ is set to a 

larger value, more local distinguishing features may be retained, and more noises 

resulting from illumination variation are also retained. In this study, σ is set to 1.5.  

( ) 1 2
1 2

2 2

2 2

t +t1G t ,t ,σ = exp -
2πσ 2σ

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠                                                (11) 

In Eq. (10), ( ) ( ) ( )( )1 2 1 2 1 2-ref srcw t ,t ,σ t ,t tcA cA ,t∗  indicate the information of 
illumination variation distribution for the test face image, known as the Lighting 
Equilibrium Distribution Map, which is illustrated in Fig. 3(g). The reason for which the 
system processes the illumination mapping is as follows: the proposed method is capable 
of normalizing the distribution of illumination energy resulting from illumination 
variations among test images, and also of retaining the primary local features due to the 
use of the blurring process, which may be used for distinguishing among individuals. 
3.4 Wavelet reconstruction 

Through observation, it is found that under poor illumination, high frequency 
features become more important in recognition, therefore the high-frequency detail 
coefficients are enlarged to render the facial images more distinguishable. The third level 
approximation coefficients are replaced by ( )1 2srcM t ,c tA⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ . The detail coefficients are 

enhanced. The detail and approximation coefficients are reconstructed via Inverse 
Discrete Wavelet Transform (IDWT) and used in the following process. An example of 
the reconstructed images is illustrated in Fig. 3(h). 
3.5 Difference of Gaussian (DoG) filtering 

The wavelet reconstruction results are illustrated in Fig. 4(b), where it is shown that 
some noises resulting from lighting variations still remain because they exist in detail 
coefficients, and in order to solve this problem, the DoG filter is used to restrain the 
noises which remain after wavelet reconstruction.  

The DoG filter affects the low- and high-frequency components of the Fourier 
transform in various ways, and suppresses the assigned frequencies to reduce 
illumination noise. To perform the DoG filter, the image is first transformed to frequency 
domain: 
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 ( ) ( ), ,DFTI u v I x y⎡ ⎤= ℑ⎣ ⎦ , (12) 

where ℑ is the Fourier transform operator. Then the ( ),DFTI u v  is processed with the 
filter and inverse Fourier transform: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )1, , ,DoG DFTI x y I u v H u v− ⎡ ⎤= ℑ ⋅⎣ ⎦  (13) 

where 1−ℑ is the inverse Fourier transform operator and ( ),H u v is the Fourier 
transform of the filter, expressed in Eq. (14):  

 ( )
( )
( )

22 2, 0
,

, (1 )

D u v D

D u v W

H u v eγ

⎡ ⎤−⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦= −  (14) 

where ( ),D u v is the distance from the origin of the centered Fourier transform; 0D   is 
the cutoff distance measured from the origin; W is the bandwidth; and γ  is the 
enhanced coefficient selected by experience, which in this study, is set to 1.2. 

The reconstructed enhanced image is then computed using an inverse logarithm 
transform of Eq. (15): 

                  ( ) ( )( ), exp ,DoGg x y I x y= .                (15) 
The image ( ),g x y is then used in a facial recognition system for final classification. 

In the experiments shown below, 2DPCA is employed to extract feature, and the 
Euclidean distance is measured between the training image and test image to find the 
image in the database with the best match for the test image. 

The flow chart of the normalization procedure is shown in Fig. 2: 

Fig. 2. Flow chart of homomorphic processing. 
The images processed in the flow chart are shown in Fig. 3. (a) is the test image; (b) 

is the reference illumination map; (c) is the test image in logarithm domain; (d) is the 
reference illumination map in the logarithm domain; (e) is the approximation coefficients 
of the test image; (f) is the approximation coefficients of the reference illumination map; 
(g) is the Lighting Equilibrium Distribution Map; (h) is the reconstructed image with 

( )1 2srcM t ,c tA⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  as the approximate coefficient; (i) is the image processed with DoG; 

and (j) is the result image which is processed via inverse logarithm transform. 
The result images of the DoG are illustrated in Fig. 4(c), and, compared with Fig. 4 

(b), the noises due to illumination variations are effectively restrained. 
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Fig. 3. Images in the process of normalization. 
    

 
Fig. 4. (a) are the original images, (b) are the image results after wavelet transform, and (c) are the 

image results after DoG filtering. 

4. EXPERIMENTS  

In this section, results of the experiments are given in order to show how the 
proposed illumination transfer technique is capable of facilitating face recognition under 
complicated lighting conditions. The results were compared with those of some existing 
illumination normalization algorithms, such as Histogram Equalization (HE), 
Region-based Histogram Equalization (RHE), Logarithmic Total Variation (LTV), 
HF+HE [14] [16], and the HWIN without DoG, conducted using Yale Face Database B 
[24] and Extended Yale Face Database B Face Database [25]. 
4.1 Face database  

Yale Face Database B has acted as the standard for studies of variable lighting over 
the past decade. This database contains images of 10 individuals in nine poses with 64 
illuminations per pose. Due to the fact that in this paper the illumination variation is 
focused on, the frontal images with 64 different lighting conditions are used for 
evaluation in the experiments of this study. All images are roughly aligned between 
subjects and resized to 192×168. The images are divided into five subsets, according to 
light-source direction (azimuth and elevation): subset 1 (angle < 12° from optical axis); 
subset 2 (20° < angle < 25°); subset 3 (35° < angle < 50°); subset 4 (60° < angle < 77°); 
and subset 5 (others).  
4.2 Reference illumination map and illumination normalization results 

To obtain a reference illumination map refI , 20 facial images of different persons 
under standard illumination conditions are used in the experiment setting, with the 
images being selected randomly from a training set. Experiments are carried out to 
generate different reference illumination maps using either 30, 20 or 10 facial images 
from different training sets. Due to the fact that blurred processing is used to construct 
the reference illumination maps, the experimental results show that using different 
reference illumination maps results in obtaining the approximate recognition results. 

Images of different people under the same uneven illumination conditions are 
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shown in Fig. 5, and the images processed with the HWIN and HWIN+DoG methods 
proposed in this paper are shown respectively in Figs. 5(b) and (c).  

Fig. 5(a). Unevenly illuminated images in subset 5 of different persons; the angle of 
light-source direction is 95°. (b) Images enhanced by HWIN. (c) Images enhanced by 

HWIN+DoG. 
The enhancement results after application of different preprocessing schemes on 

three differently illuminated images are shown in Figs. 6–8. Parts (b)–(d) of each figure 
show the images enhanced by HE, HWIN, and HWIN+DoG, respectively. The HE 
images (c) shown in Figs. 7 and 8 indicates that when uneven lighting occurs, the HE 
method causes the already normally illuminated regions to become overly illuminated, 
while the dark regions remain dark.  

 

Fig. 6. (a). Evenly illuminated image. (b) Enhanced by HE. (c) Enhanced by HWIN. (d) Enhanced 
by HWIN+DoG. 

 
Fig. 7. (a) Unevenly illuminated image. (b) Enhanced by HE. (c) Enhanced by HWIN. (d) 

Enhanced by HWIN+DoG. 

(d) (c)(b)(a)

 

(d) (c)(b)(a)
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Fig. 8. (a) Poorly illuminated image. (b) Enhanced by HE. (c) Enhanced by HWIN. (d) Enhanced 
by HWIN+DoG. 

Fig. 9 shows the HWIN+DoG enhanced images of one person under 64 different 
illumination conditions.  

Fig. 9. HWIN+DoG enhanced image of one person under 64 different illumination conditions. 
4.3 Recognition results 

In the experiment, the 2DPCA is employed to reduce dimensionality, and the 
Euclidean distance is measured using the training sample and test sample to locate the 
image in the database with the best match. In this study, images of subset 1 were chosen 
as training samples, and the other images from subsets 2 to 5 were used as testing images. 
The results are shown in Table 1. In this section, the different illumination preprocessors 
are compared, including no preprocessing (None), HE, RHE [15], the LTV method [13], 
HF+HE [14] [16] (the illumination normalization process part of reference [14] is 
performed for comparison with the proposed method), HWIN and the proposed method 
(HWIN+DoG). To illustrate the effects of the different preprocessors, Fig. 10 shows 
several example images from the Yale face database B, with the corresponding 

(d) (c)(b)(a) 
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preprocessor outputs. As the images suggest, point transformations such as HE and RHE 
are not very effective at removing spatial effects such as shadowing. HF+HE and the 
proposed method (HWIN+DoG) are able to remove much of the smooth shading 
information and hence emphasize local appearance. In comparison with HF+HE, the 
proposed method (HWIN+DoG) compensates for the approximation coefficients 
according to the reference illumination map, and is therefore capable of normalizing the 
distribution of illumination energy due to different lighting effects. On the contrary, the 
HF+HE method suppresses low frequency information with the DoG filter, and only 
suppressing low frequency. But the method creates difficulty in controlling the integral 
distribution of illumination energy. Using only the HWIN method may achieve the 
approximate recognition results to the HWIN+DoG method on subsets 2 and 3; however, 
the performance is clearly degraded on subsets 4 and 5, due to the fact that the 
illumination variation noise cannot be completely removed using only HWIN. Therefore, 
it may be seen that the proposed method consistently performs with a high recognition 
rate in comparison to the HE, RHE, LTV, HF+HE and HWIN methods.  

Table 1. Recognition rate comparison of different illumination normalization methods 
on the Yale B database. 

 Recognition rate (%) 
Method Subset 2 Subset 3 Subset 4 Subset 5
None 87.4 20.8 12.5 4.3 
HE 89.5 32.2 15.1 9.6 

RHE[12] 100 82.2 28.9 20.6 
LTV[13] 99.8 79.4 76.1 78.3 

HF+HE[14,16] 96.9 93.4 94.3 83.6 
HWIN 97.3 97.2 80.6 78.3 

HWIN+DoG 100 97.2 95.9 87.1 

Fig. 10. Examples of the effects of the various preprocessing methods. Row 1 shows the original 

None

RHE

LTV

HF+HE

HWIN

HWIN+DOG
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images, and rows 2-6 show the respective effects of different preprocessors. 

5. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, a HWIN technique which may be used to achieve a higher rate in facial 
recognition is proposed. The HWIN normalizes the illumination variations of facial 
images by mapping the approximation coefficients of a reference illumination map to the 
source face image in the logarithm domain, then the detail information is enhanced by 
enlarging the detail coefficients. Next, a Difference of Gaussian (DoG) filter is applied to 
reduce the noise resulting from different lighting effects which exists in the detail 
coefficients. The proposed method is simple to implement due to the mature and rapid 
algorithms for the wavelet transform used in the homomorphic filter, while the proposed 
method may also achieve promising efficiency.  

Experiments were performed based on the Yale B and Extended Yale B facial 
databases. Experimental results show that very high recognition rates were achieved by 
2DPCA and Euclidean distance recognition with the preprocessing of the proposed 
method. Compared with other popular methods such as HE, LTV, RHE, HF+HE, and 
HWIN, the proposed method improved the recognition rate by more than 10% in subsets 4 
and 5. 

In the future, we will attempt to estimate the credit degree map according to the 
Lighting Equilibrium Distribution Map. Due to the fact that the over- and under-illuminated 
regions should be assigned lower credit degree than well-illuminated regions, it is possible 
to acquire stronger recognition results by designing a recognition method according to the 
credit degree map.   
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